Goodness of Wit Test #16: Logical Shortcomings (CHANCE Vol. 25, No. 2) by WITZ (Jonathan Berkowitz)

Instructions: Nine of the clue answers must be altered to fit into the grid.
Five answers will be altered in one way, three will be altered in a second
way; one requires both alterations. The mode of alteration is up to you to
figure out. One entry is unclued; determining what it is will help you
figure out one of the modes of alteration. Enumerations are withheld.
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Across
1 Knight debased moral standard
5 Possible topic describes limits of crack driver’s space
10 Curiously cap off fun with American university associate
11 Monday at high school is one of our favorite subjects
12 Blasts front of your toddler’s foot
14 Abstaining after last third of debate, Newt’s second to talk endlessly
15 Break your ankle, humerus, wrist ultimately

16 Ronettes making comeback save group character
17 A co-ed sent racy stories
20 They fix Noahs doing their job again?
23 See instructions
24 Positive attributes recited in ordinary language
26 Amid grass insist on changed ranking
28 Banner position beside a road
29 Time of year without white deposit in ground
30 Say haltingly without hesitation, “Thou art German city”
31 Reorganized Siemens rival
32 Reds perhaps holding organized trips
Down
1 Figure left after mostly indifferent period
2 Embellished number in address
3 Has front-to-back axis describing what’s left after 23D?
4 Craved largely prosperous territory on eastern edge of Delaware
5 Cop alarmed horses around old giraffe
6 Kind to wear revolutionary dress
7 People who tinker with wizard not quite Gaelic
8 Comparatively absurd lunatic sinner holds answer
9 Overheard sewer man noted for expanding series?
12 More than one will try awfully mean empty threats
13 Describing some computer-generated numbers suspect donors made up
18 Character from old musical score in neat arrangement
19 Stress rises after author protests
21 Employs professionals lacking power
22 “Make up mind,” I tell section
23 Fire talk show host without cause initially
25 Keys to Logical Shortcomings containing probable error with data at
times
27 Guide teenager ignoring the odds (abbr.)
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